
Dual Modes of Evolution: 
Culture and Genes

Requirements Genetic Systems Cultural Systems

Units of Transmission Genes Cultural traits

Sources of variation Mutation or 
emigration

Innovation, emigration, 
and diffusion

Mechanisms of 
transmission

Sexual reproduction Communication through 
teaching, learning, 
imitation, etc.

Processes of 
transformation

Natural selection and 
drift

Cultural Selection and drift



Cultural transmission: some 
general points

 Common in higher animals (from bird songs to 
killer whale hunting techniques)

 Quicker than genetic transmission
– Critical when the environment changes quickly and 

old ways of adapting are ineffective
 Horizontal as well as vertical transmission

– From friends and neighbors as well as parents
 Information is being transmitted and not 

physical entities such as genes (which also 
have informational content)
– The terms “meme” or “culturegen” are sometimes 

used but we will stick with “cultural trait”.



Some Psychological Mechanisms 
Responsible for Transmission of Cultural 

Traits

 Direct bias: exercised by evaluating the traits to be 
adopted by their own properties.  One assess the traits 
effectiveness and then makes a cost-benefit decision.  
Does it feel good, more efficient, or more effective? 

 Frequency dependent bias (do what everyone else 
does): in which commonness or rarity of traits is used as 
the criteria for adoption. 

 Indirect bias (role model): results from observing high 
status individuals and then selecting traits without further 
evaluation.  Role models may be those who have prestige, 
high social status, or parents (when young). 
– Advertisers clearly understand this bias in their use of famous, high 

status individuals to promote their products



Example of Culture to Gene 
interaction

Cultural Invention
 Use of fire for cooking

 Common use of  
tools 

 Tropical agriculture

Genetic Change
 Reduction in dentition and 

changes in digestive 
abilities (e.g., variation in 
the amylase gene for starch 
digestion)

 Increase in manual 
dexterity

 Malaria resistance

}

}

}

Catching Fire: How Cooking Made Us Human”.  Richard Wrangham (2008) .  Basic Books



Cooking & Human Evolution
 When was cooking invented?

– Some theorize (Wrangham) 1.9 mya while others put the date at around 250,000, 
and perhaps boiling around 100,000 following a sharp reduction in tooth size

 What does cooking do:
– Makes food easier to digest and chew 
– More efficient use of food (would have to eat between 6 and 12 pounds per day 

without cooking)
– Detoxifies foods
– Increases availability of food nutrients
– Critical for efficient consumption of meat

 Biological changes induced by the cultural trait of cooking:
– smaller teeth
– smaller large intestines
– larger small intestines
– reduced  stomach and intestinal size
– a fast gut passage rate and 
– possibly reduced ability to detoxify plants
– amylase genes

Catching Fire: How Cooking Made Us Human.  
Richard Wrangham (2008) .  Basic Books. NY



Amylase genes

 Responsible for the creation of an 
enzymes that digest starches.  Some 
forms are in saliva.

 Agriculturalists have more gene variants 
that foragers who do not rely on starchy 
food resources .

Diet and the evolution of human amylase gene copy number variation.  Nature Genetics, (2008)



Diet and Comparative 
Anatomy

Animal Intestinal 
length to 
body length

Gastro-
intestinal 
surface area 
to body
surface area

Cattle 20:1 3.0:1

Horse 12:1 2.2:1

Baboon 8:1 1.1:1

Dog 6:1 0.6:1

Humans 5:1 0.8:1

Cat 4:1 0.6:1



Mapping 
of the 
Motor 
Cortex 
to the 
Body



Interaction between cultural traits 
and genes and effects on fitness

 Genetic mediation: genes enforce particular 
behavioral patterns (e.g., basic color terms) 
because of genetically determined cognitive and 
learning abilities.

 Cultural mediation: culture leads to genetic 
change (variation in lactose absorption, cooking, & 
cell sickling trait).

 Enhancement: cultural practices enhance fitness 
(maize processing & taboos on inbreeding).

 Neutrality: cultural practices have no effect on 
fitness (e.g., arbitrary relation between sound and 
meaning in language).

 Opposition: cultural trait decreases fitness (e.g., 
kuru, substance abuse, and genital operations).





Genetic mediation in basic color terms

Characteristics of a basic color term:
 Consists of a single morph
 Not included under a higher order term 

(burgundy, crimson, etc. are kinds of red)  
 Tend to be first words named  when people are 

asked for color terms
 Must have agreement among subjects on 

central meaning (location) relative to a color 
chart

 Term must not be derived from a non-color term 
(e.g., fuchsia, lemon, rose, ochre are color 
models)



Universal categorization and recognition in color 
perception: 

If native speakers representing different cultures are asked to
locate colors on a color chart and associate their native terms
for them (e.g., red, blue, & green), terms for color given by 
different speakers align with one another.

We do not find the following patterns

blue green yellow red
480 530 570 620

English

Swahili

Arabic
Lakota

Wavelength (hue) in nm



Trends in Basic Color Terms

Sequence: black and white, then red, and 
then yellow or green or blue in various orders
Number of basic color terms correlates with 
cultural complexity



Enhancement (culture enhances fitness): 
alkali processing of corn, an adaptive recipe

High
Moderate
low



Alkali Processing or 
nixtamalization of maize

 Removes the pericarp 
making grinding easier 
and enhances taste

 Enhances amino acid 
content 

 One of the amino acids 
tryptophan is a 
precursor to niacin 
(vitamin b3)

 Which prevents 
pellagra 



Pellagra
 Associated with high 

maize intake and not 
using alkali processing 
leading to 
– Dermatitis
– Skin lesions
– Mental confusion
– Dementia
– Death if persists 

untreated for more than 5 
years

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/1/13/Pellagra_NIH.jpg�


Cultural Mediation (culture changes 
gene frequency): Lactose Intolerance

Group Percent Lactose Intolerant

US whites 2-19

Finnish 8

Swiss 12

Swedes 4

US Blacks 70-77

Ibos 99

Bantu 90

Fulani 22

Thais 99

US Asians 95-100

Australian Aborigines 85



Variation in Lactase 
Production



Further Examples of Cultural 
Mediation

 Pingelap “Island of the color 
blind”

– Condition known as 
achromatopsia 

– Defective gene identified
– 1 in 20 totally color blind
– The highest incident of a 

genetic disease reported in a 
human population

– The gene enhances their ability 
to fish at night by torch-light

– Productive fishermen sought 
after marital partners (higher 
RS)

 Moken divers of SE Asia
– Clam and sea cucumber 

harvesters
– Can reduce pupils to less than 

2 mm
– This enhances their ability to 

see under water
– Source: Current Biology 13 May 

2003
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